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The investigations described in this paper form part
of a programme started by Max Born in his paper
"Thermodynamics of Crystals and Melting" CD. There,
following a method of Stern (2), the free energy of a
body-centred cubic crystal was calculated on the
assumption that the forces between the atoms are
central, and explicit expressions were obtained for
the equation of state and the elastic constants c„ , eIX
and c*4 (Voigt* s notation) as functions of temperature
and pressure. But the difference c„ - c,x was negative
which indicated that the body-centred cubic lattice
is unstable under central forces. This led to a series
of investigations of the stability of different lattice
types under central forces (3). These showed that of
the three cubic Bravals lattices only the face-centred
one is stable, and so the thermodynamical calculations
had to be repeated for this lattice. This task proved
to be so laborious that simplified methods had to be
adopted. M. Bradbura (4) derived the equation of state
using an exact method as well as various approximations
C2)
and showed that the latter were sufficient for all
practical purposes. The simplest of these methods
consists in performing a statistical average at an
early stage in the calculations instead of on the
final formula as demanded hy rigorous argument* The
results of this process were encouraging and it now
seemed possible to derive in the same way the simple
expressions for the elastic constants. This is done in
the present paper. The law of central force is
assumed to he the sum of two terms of the form w""'
one corresponding to attraction, the other to repulsion.
The exponents •#*- and -*v have been varied over a wide
p""
u.uMUia
in order to see how the elastic properties depend on
the choice of exponents. The results are presented in
the form of diagrams which are briefly discussed. A
detailed discussion in relation to all the thermo-
gynamical properties is outside the scope of this
thesis and will he given later.
I take this opportunity of thanking Professor Born
who suggested this problem, for his interest in my
work and his kind advice on many occasions. I am also
indebted to Dr. B. Furth for his numerous helpful
suggestions and his encouragement•
(3)
1. The Free Energy of a Crystal Lattice.
The free energy A of an elastic solid Is a function
of the temperature T and of the six homogeneous strain
components. All other thermodynamical properties may
"be obtained by differentiation e.g.
the entropy S = -
the energy £ = S+ AT
and the generalised forces corresponding to any molar
parameter £ - -. In the case of a crystal lattice in
thermodynamical equilibrium these molar parameters are
the strain components.
Let us consider the free energy of a cubic lattice of
the Bravais type (simple, face-centred or body-centred)
in which the cubic cells have sides of length <x.
Then the lattice points of the undistorted cubic lattice
are given by the vectors
f l = (i, a, a.,
If we apply a homogeneous deformation the cubic cell
(4)
of a side Q- is transformed into a parallelepiped des¬
cribed by the three lattice vectors a, , a* ; a3 The
lattice points are given by the vectors
ft - 2, a., + Qz ■* ^3 Sr3
and the shape of the cell is defined by the scalar
products of these vectors with one another i.e. by
^ii » ^zz i ^33 > ^iz ' ^*-3 ^3/ where
Cl.l) ^ tiA r ■ Or,a
These six parameters are invariant with respect to
rigid motion of the crystal, and as pointed out above,
they play the part of molar parameters. The free energy
A of the system is a function of these six quantities
and the temperature; also,if we neglect surface effects
it is clear that A is proportional to the number of
particles N making up the lattice. Instead of the
it is convenient to introduce the six dimensionless
strain components. The general definition of these for
any lattice is given in paper IX of the series "The
(5)
Stability of Crystal Lattices"; in this case Ca cubic
lattice) it reduces simply to the following:
-CU2) -e.lt = a,-^ = q„ - 4tt = %
a,* J a*' ^








«* = _ai_& -- % p = hi
where r« - [o' i;'j
The notation used here is Brillouin* s; Voigt uses
(1.3) ^
* *TL3
= eaj X*. " fc3i
Then we may write
(1.4) A ^ N \ (.(Xf Tj Ct, /Cxj.y ®33»
The function | apparently depends on T and seven
geometrical variables, but only six of the latter are
(6)
independent for there exists a linear identity connect-
the first derivatives of | viz:
a, ~ Z(c„-n ± ^ + ■ • +•
By repeated differentiation we obtain identities
between higher derivatives. These are only used for
the case -e„ = eei3> = e.iz = = «-»«=o when we have
If we expand | for a given value of a- in a power
series of • - €a . • , the result for a cubic lattice
takes the form
(1.7) ^ ~ -jjo "+* 3i) J- eX*-* e33)
+ % e.i3e*) 1/^ + + e.JJ
in Brillouin's notation and
(1.8) | 5 4 + '4^1* (ac»^
+ t + y* v-z.* ^
in Voigt' s notation. Then if V is the volume con-
(7)
taining N particles, the density of free energy is Ajy-
Also, if K is the number of cells of volume -v = c3
corresponding to one particle, Nkq? = Nkv. The
value of K. varies with the type of lattice. As a.
is defined as the projection of the smallest distance
in the crystal on the side of the cube, h has the
value 1 for the simple cubic lattice, 4 for the body-
centred lattice and 2 for the face-centred lattice.
The density of free energy Ajy -|y/^^3:whichj iusing
(1.7) and (1.8), can be written
(1.9)
t Vjf. c'1 (■£,i )
in Brillouin's notation or as
(1.11)
(S)
(1.12) % = J. Ju ( 1, T)
Ka3 u





(1.11) is the equation, of state for the cubic crystal,
giving a as a function of js and T , and so the
thermal expansion for any pressure. e„, cia. and
are the elastic constants in Voigt's notation for a
given temperature and volume, which' can be replaced
f
with the help of (1.11) by the external hydrostatic
pressure.
All the thermodynamical properties of the crystal can
be expressed in terms of the functions -|», |a, and
their derivatives. Our problem lies in deriving
explicit expressions for them.
Assuming that the thermic motion may be regarded as
harmonic, the free energy ^ of & crystal lattice at
high temperatures is given by the following expression:
(9)
(i.i3) A - <^>~ -h 3 NAT lo<^, TTbj-AT
where is the potential energy of the non-vibrating
but homogeneously deformed lattice and c3 is a mean
frequency per seconds.
2. Lattice Dynamics.
The position of any lattice point in a homogeneously
o
deformed lattice is given by the vector + where
(2.1) ~ -^i x + -^3
j
Consider a small displacement uy from this equilibrium
position so that the position of the particle is now
defined by the vector yT . The distance between the
particles I and I' will be:
(2.2) - I ±**'1 ~ I ±V •* ^-^'1
Assume that the potential energy between two such
particles depends only on their distance apart and
/ PJ'
denote it by f .For the undeformed lattice
(2.3) - fit! +*'9 - ? L It4'*'!)
(io)










with S ' > I and I>=_L ^tO ,
psj
In ascending powers of ^ as follows:
-y jlt' y stu.' Jte.' „ T -t(2.7) f - + Z ^x- -«** +/4 Z -"-y
it x^. i 0
(2.5) and (2.6) have no meaning If 1- o so we define
ft and
(2.8) <?*% s o and Z 7^., = o.
Summing (2.7) over all -t and -Z we get twice the
potential energy of the deformed lattice since the
potential between each pair of particles has been
counted twice. The potential energy cf of the whole
it*
lattice can be developed as a power series in jo, :
$ £ + £" £. * where
(2.9) f s i/z Z I and
-1 & K *■
(11)
Since -af-t* 'these expressions can be rewritten
with the help of (2.8)as
/ s 11 Lt-J-, £. x- ■*'
■L-t'
and £ - ~/z Z 2. y
££. x*t /J *
The force exerted by all the particles on one is
(2.11) Ke = - ?£
DajL.*'
The equilibrium condition that - o is satisfied
since X vanishes.
r 7(
The equation of motiora of any particle of mass ^ is
(2.12) 4-4' J,'= /,w
2 t 't V
Assuming that the solution is of the form U/^.~t'u3i:
where UA. U.^u\ to is the frequency of one of the
independent normal modes of vibration, and
If we restrict ourselves in our choice of wave vector
by the cyclic lattice condition (5) which postulates
(12)
that the displacement is to "be periodic in a volume
having the same shape as the elementary cell and having
N cells, the equations of motion become:
(2.13) U*. - I
where L ] = ~Z
Then it follows from (2.8) that
s . î^ a
I (l - e-cCjU))
where Z means that the term corresponding to
is omitted. If we assume that the thermic motion can
be regarded as harmonic, the free energy of a crystal
lattice at high temperatures Is
/ \
A = f 4 z
t-> ' I *TJ
where (j) is the potential energy of the non-vibrating
but homogeneously deformed lattice and = w)
are the proper frequencies per 2.tT seconds. We can
write A - <ft + 3 N^l" -Zoo. (*> where± f AT
(13)
2>N 3A/




The frequencies u>^ consist of three branches cJ'^ciU^cPt-o
their squares being the latent roots of (2.13). Hence
yu.3 ( oPl*) ^3U;) = dUJb- Cv-y]
where det. [xy] denotes the determinant of the coeffic¬
ients [ J . Each root takes N values equally
distributed in the d, space,and so
*°t& = 'in ^"u' i.e.
(2.14) to = ~ ■ Cyc^JyA>r - I/t.
where the average taken over -^.u^jthe phases of the
waves is defined by
'<"• "d.f tb 4$) oioLx.
-c








l^x u-^nU o^v UM-^L")£
3. The Potential Energy.
Assuming that the forces "between the atoms are central,
the potential energy of the homogeneously deformed
lattice is given by the expression
(3.D <J> -fa N Z
We wish to expand <j> in terms of the strain components.
The square of the distance of the lattice points of
the deformed lattice from the origin is
(3.2) (ilf -- Z 4
(15)
using the notation of (1.1)•
We denote by fa half of the change in this square over
its value in the undeformea lattice and thus obtain:
(3.3) (£*)l= (?')* **pa
Then in the notation of (1.2)
(3.4i - % Z
- 'Iz a■? L JLj. JLf>
oL/3
-Vza, ^Cut, +Caa.^t 4-^33^
and (3.5) (tf^f - V *a £-) &&
» <4, £»")
+ ®33)
+ "Si A £ (. <h3 + e„ X,a)J





Also, if cftt1) is 311 arbitrary function of -r , then:
(3.6) « ?CtU * lf>u)''x
- <f> L±ot) + f**1 V<fi Crat) +>/x(fH'?
or more "briefly, 4l - fr* + Z>y6*ot +
where and 5^** * ^(^0.e)
Using these expansions we can derive an expression for
the potential energy of the deformed cubic lattice:
(3.7) j = h N L' { if')1-*- If"}''1
= '4 N l(/oi f f>u ■)




■&£?. has some symmetry viz.
jH* ^ jfl _ jit" , 4%+f » J+H J*1t>
-y\s U "K/ " 4v <*v ^
and s o if any of p,fl,r, is odd.
(17)
Using (3.4) and (3.5) in 13.7) we finally obtain the
result:
(3.8) | -+ '/a. (eH+eia + ejj )Ji,' +. +-ejh-e~£)
V Lfi<< C.U.+ 2«n +eile33 + Xc^j+^je,, +2^)^11
N | Aa + //4 A, (.«./++ (/g /jz Ce„U
* l,L+ A j(-eu + 2e,J 4-e2.xe33+2<^j +€-3^, -t- Xe^, }|
where A0 = '/x Xa = '/x ^
a, = '/x >*/ A3.= lh
_ • .
^ 0 mm
4. The Mean Frequency.
The mean frequency may be determined from determinant
(2.15) which must be expanded in the same way as we
expanded the static terms in the preceding paragraph.
This expansion presents some difficulty owing to the
types of lattice sums which occur. These lattice sums
all contain an exponential term -e'^^ which prevents
(18)
any simplification due to symmetry. The problem was
first attacked by M, Born in his paper "The Thermo¬
dynamics of Crystals and Melting" (1), In order to
obtain a solution he assumed that only first and second
neighbours were of any account in the static terms and
only first neighbours in the vibrational terms. These
assumptions enabled him to obtain a qualitative result
but it was impossible to estimate its accuracy and
some method of obtaining a quantitative result was
sought for. An effort was made to evaluate the
determinant (2.15) exactly but this proved to be so
laborious that the attempt was abandoned as it was
evident that the accuracy of the result would not be
worth the work involved. Some form of simplification
was required to enable a result to be reached more
rapidly without too great a sacrifice in accuracy. A
practical simplification was obtained by M. Bradburn C )
who found by numerical computation that for a lattice
under volume stress without shearing the relation
(19)
(4.1) cUt.i^y^ = ioj cUl'
where d*& denotes the determinant formed "by
averaging the coefficients of (2.15), was true to a
very high degree of accuracy. On the assumption that
the same formula can be applied to the crystal lattice
under shearing stress, an expression for the mean
frequency can be obtained. This is the method of
simplification which is used in this paper.
• ,
5. Reduction of Pet. .j
If we average the coefficients of determinant (2.15}
over Ui<ti<t3)we obtain a determinant of lattice sums




Recalling the definitions (2.6) we can expand the
above determinant as follows:
(20*




HxVuyv [y'y '»V7 fz'-sy'V
-Lv.*'x.e^yxnft\tf">vy'")]J
Then det. z Z..L L \l *'A"}
where
f >4 L +*■• h^x +*"TT<fi*
We now expand ''J by introducing (3.4), (3.5) and
(3.6). The full derivation of the first two terms is
shown here. The method of derivation of the remaining
two terms is merely indicated sice the calculation is









i.e. Z 2' Dd'DJ*' 3)4*"
£&'&■* r r
+ $ i(f>e£^°^)[x,^oe'']
4 34 X' (pa>Vy* (.2 vf>u/+3(z f>*L3fy'(L) £T><Pv
Oi **
Substituting for p and (p^Zby means of (3.4) and (3.5)
we have
v1
XXX d<?&?></*'?><?*' =(Z' D<f>'*)
+ 3/3Lat-[l' u*&i\)3>V°e][l'^e]
■t 1 T
+ % Lz ^3+^44 £'^5P
£ ' X'
4 + &c,e^+aer*)iA + +- llj-fo
i
i
and other terms involving odd powers of X, A. or Xj
which vanish on summation.
l'f X' U°)3 + 3/a.UJi
-Z JL' l"
+Le,r^,e^){\ t&TX^k
-^^+^<=33+^i3^')^\ UO X° + % XI {<$?) J




= L'[Cc-rA-a if" ®V#€ * vaCf^^V^- j}
x 1Z'C^°£' + p'3)V#+jtfc'*T3)V°e' *'"^J
= z'rr {(to*A ap*]( 7>?**w
+ <2.p^' " -f a>V** vfy*lv<foe"
•f (p^ 4 fc (f>ufW»*<pi3)<pvV<ft"
+(£**-'f -&<£*■' ary°"* ^^o£" j
Substituting for ^^ and (f>uJ as before we have:
i i £' (+Viy< ay«' ave" - J WV1 A'
-:(_t'l, J c('i\'} jjAW|-
Mff+^r*£>; f v« 0°)*U£f 3j*)+"a^i>^J3
+4' «»£ + % +34, 4°^ 47]
^^iz+~<«^3+ e3sei')^/^ UV C^Aff+Ay'+ 4 4: ^ ' 4't?4 i ^A-L)
+• £ (a!.:' + a. i»;j + 3,a Jt^aJ




- '4 f [ f*"+ ipM*J - Cr' 1'
-i/zI 0:°'' *i'eY+ ap"
- Upe'e"rKi°e" - u(p^Vi
l l'ZiC*4* +4"T x>^
= U°(3y+ £. + wr,*>j>.£
^'& JLU'-uiX^^M-S'tL Ul** K)
4l^+^^eiie,)$l(&S3+MU°^)Ul*2.'l?} + 'IU°.S,' (UV+J,H')
4'kJ,'[&r* UD1'
* J.'tXif+JWJ3"}.





(r<. tr* re")' 0 I" n'>-?■? *if>a
fl+2f>a (>•*}% 3Lf^' i^iol*lfe
rf'r'+if"' ^v;^"
Z Z, U+*- +*'*+Am?
i r i"
- Ax) + &" + c*-a- + ^3a) { AxfAJ-+•+ J^x)3}
<€.-+.es. & im+u?)\JiJi )
4 '<2 (ab't-ij+x^;}
+ 6O5 + yyuj+^i*)}
+i> [fe ®1 (i <c~c;-to3 -
Summing these four terms we obtain an expression for
aet*
C25)
det.. J - J-xi)3
+ (e„ **x^e}i)U + Kf {Wj +Uu3 + SJ1)}
)U%Jj^-> 3 *1) + K
+'Mj (n^) +% (£'/ 4- '/a J.°i/j
+(e..«xx+^^3-r «33e„ ) C £,°-f -£*') ^ '/4 U'+^i )(?0 + 3 * "3 )+V^'
* i/t<Ji 1*1 ri+WD%] +itl(j$+i*';)J
Hence ^ cut. (Cxc^J , ^ + (,+ g. u.+^33>"d
+ * + *$3 ;
A? (o.e^r C^C3i + e33«„ )
A? 1
+ & Cei -e «£ + e3» )]
* J
» e. io^. <*Sjfc =• 6o "+ B( te,, •+t*a-+c33)
+ ^ fell1 4- ^ )
+//l ^3 (•«•<".-#■ ***<3^ c33 «„;
^ e'X + <03 + e3l _)
where the coefficients have the following values:
(26)
(6.2) f ie-
fa= hUi+Ml + s^)
hU°+Jx)C<IZ+U?+3JV
* U*L 7 (£x!)x+ 3-JpS" If* U'j.'J
fa-_ %U°+JL)C2J?*J?+3JS) + S^UJ+3^')
+'/^EU3T+ U*X«
fa -.•llU'+X/li&J'i'+MD+UW-l&F-JilJ






(5.3) £> = 'llo | 60 + <51(€„+^x^+e3i3)+^ BzLef+eZl+e^)
-f Vl. ^J^v^x^u^yhei:Seuj -f. ^^€^-«t3+-e3"Y)|
- '/2 J*-
We now substitute (3.8) and (4.3) in (1.125) and obtain
the following expression for A :
(27)
(5.4) fi-. N £ (\0 + VA A, )+-'/* b%L<*r-+^Z+«%D
l'//f +^33"^"+ <£<£«.
! i
4 3>ft,T£T +-6|C^,^ ^r+^33^)
"A/7**
■^"^4 ®2^-J^U1*'+ ^W- ) "f '/i -^jC.)
«3»Ui->•<£>+«S;] - ?&r -U^j
and £5.5)
z J | Ce^st -~3-AT/@trcj.7" + (/}o**' G>o)




Comparing (5.5) with (1.9) and using results (1.11)
and (1.12) we have:
(5.6) - M = J (At+JiTfl,)
1 Ko>
<% = J. CA^-t-JiT^)
KdJ y
£,%- J. (Az-hJzTft3)Ka.^
: ± [/>, + -hm^)Ka.3 «* x
(28)
6. Calculation for a Particular Law of Force.
We now take a particular law of force. We choose the
law of force used in all the papers in the series on
"The Stability of Crystal Lattices" viz:
where the first term denotes the attractive and the
second the repulsive effect of the potential. ^ is
the dissociation energy of a molecule formed of two
particles, *0 is the equilibrium distance (since
tM - o) and -t°* - ol.U-%l%+il)h~= aJt as before;
W'hu.
can also be expressed as a quantity having the dim¬
ensions of temperature viz where 6 can be
chosen as the unit of temperature.
Successive differentiation gives the following:
, nv+lw1 = [/+. \~*x






Substituting these values in (3,8) we find
|-i (tTSI +i( tr sij
(IT SLx - (£)" suJ+ i/xi<«-*^x-r+-ei3_)
+'^"^S+ 4) H'h+I) (%)**Sj^4 -«-t2 (-fej
where ^ i, 4» A3 _ j ' iA'^^ia2"3
We note that the Sis are not all independent of one
another for
(6.1) ^ S : S°
(6.2) 3 SLV ^ t, s;^ = SI
(6.3) 3 stu 4 <* sLt+ <> sr. - Si
(6.4) V/ S^t * to
(6.5) (0 cz' 4 3 S'" -^■K+t ^ ^ s"
We introduce instead of +0 the quantity eta defined as
(30)
the value of a. which satisfies the equilibrium cond¬
ition. The equilibrium condition requires that
(*r - ®~s~- °
<a_0 is given by ^ Swl = ^ d>cu^
Then since - V3 ; ^ j
"K-- h-v
and since ^ ^ <^0
Using these results it is possible to express the
in terms of the Sd • For examples
ft iffl
~
sCC+t+j%. C&ih">l t**[-L (Mpz ,/h-
^arr~[-'<~str]it CL>/w
and similarly for




1, X - c(sr -V C + y si J
3. X = c (£f[ SL,x - r isr* su]
3. ^ = eft)"f-(h«+2) SL„ * i (tfs^ S1.J
4, ^ X c(£ff-M S^H- V SI.,]
fi. X = cert C* _ v ( CLo )*-*" Q® 1OrtHj q \. a. / v) «+j.J
6. X = citrf S^+ %(!£) i**"*-) SLiJ
7. X = CfftP^(wi)(>wfA) SvcrtJ
8. X' -- c ttr sj^.- frCtZ) SJL+J
9, s~ c(£/i<y~+^)b**>+b-Xy^tb) SK^-J +<5 C^)
10 -C . c(sr) s^it+
11
(iiiAh ' C( SilL-g^ d(^) **z[
IB, X+2X'+54' = \ftyu*-x)ly>i^ -') $-*-*+1 ^ (^) (-^.^zx>\-?x) S-ww-2.^
13, w*» + 1 11 £jc£) [b^lx^sr) jf(£) l^xx^a-h-)
14. +&*e II S^-fft^H+(J
15,MZ+J? =
£ («f*3o2 W
IB. xttX = £*(zF[('-^ siu - wsn^ s-J
-»vu
O H.-
wnere C = -iPPP ^
-H. - »vu
(32)
A method of evaluating the SS and the numerical
results for various values of -wv and is given in
paper IV of "The Stability of Crystal Lattices". Some
of these numerical results as well as a few not given
in the above publication are given in Table II, (p.39),
Thus ftffr given values of ^ and ^ the Si and
therefore the^fcj can be calculated. Hence the values
of the and the are determined.
These calculations can be checked by means of (1.5)
and (1.6).
which holds(1.5) oc ^ * l\ 4 + ^ ^
only for o becomes on using (1.7) in
the case e,, - .... e4,
(6.6) «- 4 ^
VCL
Now our expression for JL is
= Ao + '/z hT 60 ~ 3iocj, T -+■
•■•f i(A°+ hkT^y
But * - CtjrrK 5L - o
(33)
and ) =i / *•}
3(a/ V »/
(i-wiSLfj. - } (ifti-) s^a
.. cc
+>/tJiTxA x c /o.V
3<£ UJ t^zX*v-9^0)7^X^0St
- % ^.' -* f/a. AT x 3(y^l-tz^3+5
A?+Al
(see Table I, no.12)
= 3 [ d, + -fer i3,J = 3 j,
We have indeed
a f " 3*
Applying (1.6) to (1.7) we bave another equation to
Check these results:
(6.7) a.* = 3^,4 j, + i^a)
3ct





Jt = /I, -t -kT H,





(tf [ s„, - j csr/" s',...j
= /$,' + 'Iz A ■+ ^ i -
~"X Si«J
« a|a(A,)= Jfli + flx+a/ij
Using Table I nog.12 and 16,
JI + 3.JZ + 5,4' *=
SLt~ S~J4*<




S°_ - 2| (j£) C-^i) ) S'L+x
(i • * A')
We wish to show that « ^ (_f3t) = ZQ,-t- 63.+ Z/3j
da
To do this we evaluate X/3, ■+ Qx +1B, in terms of <&'*
From (5.2)
11$,+ ^ + !^ = A\+1,^ + 5Jx
V * K
+ 4ft + 4-& ~ kft3"
t*?+ t+i1
(35}
20,+" ( S>26'U 5A) )'Wt+2J"h UMZrJ'S)
&*£.)


























a ^ ( ^') aS ShOWn ^6#9)
a R. (A,+ AT&Jt ICAh-JIT®,)-* (Ai+JiTtis.)
+ z(Ai+JiT 153)
ie ex.faW= 2 {'+ |" + '
Thus we have shown that equations (6.6) and (6.8)
which should be valid for any function are actually
tree in our particular case.
7. Special Values of and -*v .
As a special simplification we take special values of
-to. and -k. • Before doing so, it is convenient to write
equations (5.6) in a slightly different form. We





where ft. -AN is the gas constant and
Then V/„ = »V
• A/fcai V-
We introduce the volume v of the cell to replace the
lattice constant <*- and at0 to replace according to
the relation
vk = (l)3
Finally the change in volume is expressed with the
help of a parameter £ given by
15)^- (**>
If we divide equations (5.6) by-u-= ^.0 we have







But Ka3 = AM . /VM,3/aj% V, 11-+ V
45 *<9 HQ W "f*
A, + ^
AJ~
/U 4 ft2. T/^
a-
As 4 03 T/5
to





- j. 1 yt)
A
Thus the final set of equations may be written:
(7.1) -til* = lh * n,Ve
(7.2) % h* I *>■/•* * nSh>)
(7.3) % = Ll+%)I ^i/u. * )
$7.4) % (l+f) (+ ^ r/0)
The particular values of and +v that we choose are:
(I) m = 4, n = 8.
(II) at = 5, n = 10.
(Ill) m 6, n = 12.
(IV) m =6, n =14.
(V) m =7, n =14.
The calculations are carried out for the case of the
face-centred cubic lattice and tables are given
showing the values of the & the f\% and the 1% for the
above values of the exponents extending over the rapge
t = o-is ••• -oxf. We use in the tables to denote
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Table V. (4). m = 6. n = 14.
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With the help of the above tables we can easily com¬
pute the quantities (7.1), (7.2),(7.3) and (7.4) as
functions of -Jo and ~f . Since (7.1) is linear injffL,
and "TIq , we can draw a system of straight lines
giving against for constant | , one line
to each value of | . From these lines the curves of ^
against for constant are found, and finally the
-3/x-Vw
isobars and isotherms giving as a function
(51)
of for constant j>j^o and as a function of f>f^
for constant '/$ respectively. Similarly, by drawing
a set of lines for each of the equations (7.2), (7.3)'
and (7.4), the graphs of the elasticity constants
and cut1 as functions of ^/e for constant can be
drawn. The resulting graphs are all shown below.
We have drawn five sets of diagrams corresponding to
the five different pairs of exponents already mentioned.
The curves are all clearly marked, and the diagram of
straight lines represents the relation between ^/$ and
j>jj^ where is the value of corresponding to
complete instability. On all the curves this value of
7/$ occurs where the gradient of the tangent becomes
:Lnfinite. The diagram is drawn for values of
given by the isobars, but the values of taken from
the curves of the elastic constants are practically the

















8.Discussion of the Curves.
The curves all present the same general features.
The isobars show that *lvo increases with r/© ,at first
linearly but later at a greater rate than f/© until
the increase becomes infinite; the isotherms show that
v/Vo decreases as increases, at first at greater
rate than Jjpj^ but later at a decreasing rate until
finally Ufa decreases linearly with 'fj^ . The other
graphs showing the temperature dependence of the elastic
onstants for various hydrostatic pressures are all of
the sane type. All the elastic constants decrease
linearly with at first,but turn downwards eventual!,;
and reach the f/g axis at steep angles with the excep-
ion of the curves which turn over after the "Vg
£xis has been reached.
The graphs are in qualitative agreement with those
^hown in Born's "Thermodynamics of Crystals and
Melting"(1)where the corresponding graphs are obtained
(53)
for the body-centred cubic lattice.Nevertheless there
are some points of difference which cannot be passed
over without comment.We note that the isobars though
sssentially the same ip. character for both types of
lattice differ widely in the values of "7^. The graphs
are drawn on almost identical scales,(Born1 s is
slightly larger than ours since his represents the
equilibrium volume if first neighbours alone are taken
into account,while ours is the actual equilibrium
volume) but the difference in scales is not sufficient
to account for the wide divergence in . M.Bradburn
pas investigated this point (4) and found that the
difference is due to the approximations made by Born
who assumes in his paper that first and second neigh¬
bours alone act in the static potential and first
neighbours only in the vibrational term.The difference
in the curves depends mainly on the number of neigh¬
bours considered in the static potential.First neigh-
(54)
bours only is a good approximation in the thermic
term but the static potential must be accurately
determined.
We notice that our graphs show c„ 7 whereas Born's
give <?/4 7 c„ .This difference is due to the difference
in lattice type. The body-centred cubic lattice is an
unstable configuration while the face-centred cubic
Lattice is stable. Therefore (Stability of Crystal
attices 1,(3.1),) c,, 7 cia. for the face-centred cubic
lattice and c,a7 c„ for the body-centred cubic lattice.
Ls can be seen from (7.3) and (7.4) the curves of cl%_
and coincide at ~T/6 , "but the marked similarity
betweem them shown in Born's paper is not evident in o
case. This may be due to the difference in the type of
lattice or to the different approximations used in the
two papers especially in the thermic term; for the
relation qx r is true for a stable crystal in static
equilibrium but in the case of a lattice in thermo-




En four out of the five different sets of exponents,
Are have chosen n*2m since Lennard-Jones found this
assumption successful in the theory of the virial
coefficient of gases (6) where he used m 6. It is
coped that by comparing the above theoretical results
with experimental ones it will be possible to determine
which, if any, of the five sets of exponents is the
noost accurate.
flb. - ('•* (A ■> B,,V,)
which is the reduced equation of state contains three
constants %, j>e "6 having the dimensions of volume,
pressure and temperature respectively - in fact the
reduced equation of state appears as a relation between
the three dimensionless quantities ^%-o , > ^>6
Ls dependent on the values of m and n. The experimental
equation of state is a relation between the quantities
and "T* , f' ^ ° say, which must be reduced
(56)
to the form o before comparison with
the theoretical curves is possible. The transformation
is most easily effected by means of the equations
jjl - -h. $
and j>o ^ HO where %: -&■ N
If the dissociation energy and the volume at zero
temperature Vo are found by observation, j>0 and $
2an then be found. Thus the reduced equation of state
h.„ C +/f.r/») = o
can be derived and the experimental isobars and iso¬
therms drawn and comparison made with the theoretical
curves above. From them we can find the variation of
'the thermal expansion and the compressibility with
'temperature and pressure. Similarly, experimental curves
of the elastic constants as functions of temperature
and pressure can be reduced so that comparison with the
theoretical curves is possible. Experimental curves of
the elastic constants as functions of temperature have
(57)
actually teen found by Hunter and Si egel (7) and
they show qualitative agreement with the above.
The theoretical curves are drawn as far as the turning
i
i
points and in some cases slightly beyond them, but it j
has been ascertained that the method of approximation
used to derive the results given is only accurate up to
the point of maximum % .After that the approximation ;
gives no reliable results.For this reason the
curves cannot give any indication whether Born's
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